Information about the article. 13 of Legislative Decree N. 196/2003 ( privacy code)
This Statement of Cookies and Other Technologies (this "Policy") describes the different types of cookies and
other technologies that can be used in third-party websites and apps owned and controlled by IBH RIPA SRL
from which you are accessing this statement (the " Site "). statement also describes how you can manage cookies
and other technologies.
We can change this statement at any time. In the "last updated" date at the top of this page shows the date of the
last revision of this Policy. Any changes to this Policy will be effective when we will post the revised Statement
on the Site or through it.
IBH RIPA SRL , Via luigi Gianniti,21 Rome, as owner of the treatment informs, pursuant to article 13 of the
Privacy Code and in compliance with the requirements of the Ruling 229/2014 of the Authority for the Protection
of Personal Data, that this site uses the types of cookies described below.
What are cookies
A cookie is a small text file containing a certain amount of information exchanged between a website and your
terminal (usually the browser) and is normally used by the operator of the website to store information necessary
to improve the navigation within the site or to send advertising messages in line with the preferences expressed by
the user in the field of web browsing. When you visit again the same site or any other site on the user's device
checks for a cookie recognized, so you can read the information contained therein. The different cookie contains
different information and are used for different purposes (efficient navigation in the pages of the same site,
profiling in order to send promotional messages targeted analysis on the number of visits to the site).
During navigation, the user can get on to their terminals also cookies sent by web sites to different servers (socalled third party), which may reside on some elements (for example images, maps, sounds, specific links to other
pages domains) on the website that the user is visiting.
More generally, some cookies (called session cookies) are assigned to the user's device for the duration of access
to the site and automatically expire at the end of the browser. Other cookies (defined persistent) remain in the
device for a prolonged period of time.
The specific purposes of the different types of cookies installed on this site are described below.
Characteristics and purposes of cookies installed by the site
Technical cookies:
It is used specifically for cookies allow proper operation and use of our sites. Cookies are used for example for the
technical functionality of the user's login. They are provided mainly by the servers of the 24 hours Sun or, in the
case of the integration of external services such as social networks, by third parties.

Cookie profiling:
These are cookies used in order to send advertising messages in line with the preferences expressed by the user in
the field of web browsing. They can be delivered by our servers or through our website by third parties.
Companies that offer or advertise their products through this site may assign cookies to the user terminals. The
categories of cookies used and the type of processing of personal data by these companies are regulated according
to the information made by these companies.
Analytical cookies:
It is cookie used for statistical analysis, to improve the site and simplify their use as well as for monitoring correct
operation. This type of cookie collects anonymous information about user activity on the site. This type of cookie
is delivered exclusively by third parties.
Technical cookies which do not require consent:
IBH RIPA SRL during its navigation on the pages of your site will install on your device and, in particular, in
some browsers named Cookies, or information that allow us to store some useful data:
• recognize that through its browser has visited the sites of the Group, and record and remember any preferences
that may have been set while browsing these sites. For example, IBH RIPA SRL could save your login
information, so you do not have to make the login process every time you access the site;
• analyze the site and usage and to improve services;
• store your selection on the consent to the installation of cookie profiling.
The use of such cookies and the performance of treatments to them, does not require, under the applicable law,
user's consent.
IBH RIPA SRL or a third party will also install on your device and, in particular, in your browser some cookies
that are necessary to acquire information in anonymous way and aggregate statistics about your browsing activity
on the site.
It is, in particular, of the cookie for the following services of statistical analysis:
Google Analytics
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2763052?hl=it
WebTrekk
https://www.webtrekk.com/en/index/opt-out-webtrekk/

Neodata Newscurve
http://www.neodatagroup.com/it/data-security/neodata-services-privacy-policy/
Nielsen NetRatings
http://uk.nielsennetpanel.com/pls/mguk/mgp_main.privacy_policy
Even for the use of such cookies and the processing of personal data related to it you are not required, under the
provisions of the applicable laws on privacy, consent.
Cookies which require consent:
Further, if you pay for agreement through simplified procedures described in the informative brief that was
presented at the time of his first entry on a site or by following the instructions below, the company will install
and/or allow to install third-party companies mentioned below, more cookies, cd profiling, which are intended to
help IBH RIPA SRL in its interest and / or that of other Group companies - and/or helping other companies listed
below to collect information about your interests and habits so as to propose commercial communications , as far
as possible, of his interest or, however, consistent with its interests.
As it has already been pointed out by the short information that was proposed at the time of his first landing on
our site, through the methods presented herein may pay only a consensus in the society installs on your device the
aforementioned cookies and put in place the resulting treatments profiling or deny such consent to the IBH RIPA
SRL and any other company.
You can also customize, modify or withdraw all or part of the consent as provided through the options that we
offer at the top of the page.
For the treatment of personal data, subject to their consent, third parties not known to the company could be put in
place through cookies connecting to this link and making use of the relevant service can customize their choices:
http://www.youronlinechoices.com / en / le-your-choices
We remind you that if she has made her choices navigating the pages of the sites of the Group from its
unregistered user privacy options will be valid only when he comes back to visit the same pages using the same
browser and always by user. If, however, used a different device or a different browser simply will not be in
condition to recognize its options and re-present, therefore, the information, asking her to redo her choices.
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/help/cookies/update
Twitter

https://support.twitter.com/articles/20170519-uso-dei-cookie-e-di-altre-tecnologie-simili-da-parte-di-twitter
Google+
https://www.google.com/intl/it_ALL/policies/privacy/
Linkedin
http://it.linkedin.com/legal/cookie-policy
Bing
http://www.microsoft.com/privacystatement/it-it/MicrosoftOnlineAdvertising/Default.aspx
Amazon
http://services.amazon.it/standards/cookies.html
For the treatment of personal data, subject to their consent, third parties not known to the IBH RIPA SRL could be
put in place through cookies connecting to this link and making use of the relevant service can customize their
choices:http://www.youronlinechoices.com/it/le-tue-scelte
We remind you that if she has made her choices navigating the pages of our site from its unregistered user privacy
options will be valid only when he comes back to visit the same pages using the same browser and always by user.
If, however, used a different device or a different browser simply will not be in condition to recognize its options
and re-present, therefore, the information, asking her to made her choices again.
Finally, if it were a registered user of our services or would record and then during registration or had made
different choices in relation to profiling, such options will be valid only when sail on the pages of our sites after
being authenticated.
In addition to the above, you can still set up your browser so as to automatically reject the receipt of cookies by
turning them off: the non-use of cookies technicians, however, could lead to difficulties in the interaction with the
site.
Your rights under Article 7 of the Legislative Decree n. 196/03
Recall that the person concerned has the right to know the source of personal data; the purposes and methods of
treatment; the logic applied in case of treatment with the help of electronic means; the identity of the owner,
manager and the persons or categories of persons to whom the data may be communicated or who can learn about
them as managers or agents.

You have the right to obtain updating, rectification or, when interested, integration of data; the cancellation,
anonymization or blocking of data processed unlawfully, including data that need not be kept for the purposes for
which the data were collected or subsequently processed; certification that the operations mentioned above have
been made known, also regarding their content, of those to whom the data was communicated or disclosed except
where this proves impossible or involves a means disproportionate to the protected right.
You have the right to object, in whole or in part: for legitimate reasons to the processing of personal data,
pertinent for collection purposes; to the processing of personal data for purposes of marketing. The right to object
to the processing of data for the purposes of marketing carried out by automated contact extends to the traditional
ones, saves prejudice to the person concerned the opportunity to exercise that right in whole or in part, or in
opposition, to example, to only dispatch of promotional communications made through automated tools.
To exercise these rights, please contact free (unless he confirmed the existence of data referring to the person) by
writing to info@hotelriparoma.com to change your choice at any time or re-entering with this statement.

